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Meeting Highlights
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 On Tuesday, March 12th, the Wright Flyers held the 
monthly membership meeting at the Monticello 
Middle School room #30. This was the sixth in a 
series of seven monthly meetings being held indoors 
for club business and entertainment. 
 The meeting was called to order at 7:13 PM by 
presiding officer Joel Dirnberger (V.P.). There were 2 
officers and 4 members present. 
 A motion to approve the February meeting minutes 
as published in the March newsletter was made, 
seconded and affirmed by voice vote.
  There was no treasurer's report available.
 Under old business, Joel Dirnberger reviewed the 
activity from the club build on Saturday, March 2nd. 
Club members attending included build director Joel 
Dirnberger, host Wayne VanDenBoom, builders 
Marcus Mueller and his dad, Jerry Esty, John Kossieck, 
Jeff Pederson, Garth Landefeld, Evan Gerzema, John 
Olson and Dave Nims. A total of nine Blu-FO planes 
were completed during the 6-hour session. It was a 
very productive and enjoyable day for all those in 
attendance.
 Clair Madsen related that he was not able to find out 
anything more from the Sartell paper plant's 
impending dismantling but he has an in-law  who 
works in a company that does that kind of work so 
will see if they are hired and if it could get us an 
opportunity to pick up any of the paper machine 
belting for the club field's runway. It appears it could 
be at least 2-3 months before any thing gets going 
regarding the paper mill plant's dismantling.

The next meeting is scheduled for 
7:00 PM on Tuesday, April 9th, 2013. 

It will be held in Room 30 of  the 
Monticello Middle School. 

 Garth Landefeld was planning to hold an event 
committee meeting this Saturday at the Perkins in 
Monticello. So far Jeff Pederson and Clair Madsen are 
committee members, however, Clair cannot make the 
meeting. Clair will pass the meeting time on to Joel 
Dirnberger and Mark Shobe who indicated interest in 
becoming involved in the event planning effort.
 The meeting was adjourned at at 7:54 PM

Show & Tell
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 Evan Gerzema brought in a 90-sized Saito 3-cylinder 
radial 4-stroke glow engine that he purchased as a 
closeout from Hobby Zone in Plymouth at their new 
location grand opening. He has no plane slated for it 
and was looking for suggestions
 Leo Davids brought in his Heli Max Axe 100 micro 
helicopter. Compared it in design and flight 
characteristics to the Heli Max 1SQ Quadcopter he had 
at an earlier meeting. 

Upcoming Events
WFRC Club Field Cleanup - This is the annual effort 
to get the field in shape for the flying season. Due to 
the late spring thaw, there is not a firm date yet 
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although it is looking like Saturday, April 22nd. With 
the snow banks that accumulated during the winter 
from plowing of the road and parking area, access may 
be difficult until the frost is out of the ground. We 
may not have a clear scope of the work required, even 
by the next meeting. Stay tuned via email for what kind 
of work and equipment may be needed to facilitate the 
cleanup.
Bakers Hobby Swap Meet - This hobby store in St. 
Cloud is holding a spring swap meet in their parking 
lot on Sunday, May 5th. They are located on 3rd Street 
in Waite Park behind the Crossroad Shopping Mall. 
The meet will start at 9 AM. There will be food, raffle 
and sell/swap. Call 320-252-0460 for more 
information.
Big Sky Hobby Swap Meet - The Spring edition of 
this hobby store's swap meet is being held on Sunday, 
May 19th, at their store parking lot in Eagan. More 
details will become available within the month.

Winter Flying Report
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 For me, this past winter offered two distinct flying 
venues. First, from October through December, there 
were many dates available for flying at the Metrodome 
in Minneapolis. As usual, these were all weekday 
opportunities so vacation or retirement were needed to 
participate for most people. With the construction of 
a new dome facility on the same site as the current one 
scheduled to start next October, it is unsure if there 
will be another flying season in the current dome this 
fall even though the facility is still going to be used for 
the 2013 Vikings football season.
 Then too, this winter's outdoor venue presented 
markedly different conditions for flying than the 
previous winter. Rather than many days of fall-like 
temperatures with virtually no snow cover on the fields 
and lakes we saw last year, this winter presented almost 
continuous snow cover and sub freezing temperatures. 
But for the resourceful among us with planes equipped 
to fly off water during the summer months, this winter 
presented some ideal conditions to continue flying 
with the summer's setup.
 I have to admit, I was somewhat dense when it came 
to viewing a virgin field of snow as a good runway to 
fly from with nothing but a float equipped airplane. 
Although I have regularly flown off the water for the 
past 30+ years and observed on a few occasions others 
flying off snow with floats, I never seemed to grasp 
that it was anything more than a desperate attempt to 
adapt the wrong equipment to the task. And even 

when “properly” outfitted with skis, I wasn't impressed 
with the ability of an RC model to handle a vast 
stretch of  un-groomed snow. 
 But with this winter's abundance of snow, I was 
either going to have to curtail my winter flying or else 
be more open about what might deal with this 
challenge. I had intended to pull the floats off my 
Parkzone Wildcat and use it as a belly lander for the 
winter. Fortunately, by the time the indoor Dome 
season concluded, it already was too snowy to do 
anything but bury the Wildcat in snow if I tried to fly 
it anywhere outdoors. So reluctantly, I took it down to 
the lake and tried taxiing it on 2-3 inch of snow over 
the frozen ice of our lake. It skidded along so nicely 
that I was soon into an unending touch-&-go routine 
that was surprisingly better than any water touch-&-
goes I had ever done with this plane. 

 After a few  outings with the Wildcat I had to put the 
floats back on my mini T-Craft and see if it would 
handle the snow as well as the Wildcat. Low and 
behold, it was even better handling on a variety of 
snow conditions than the Wildcat. The T-Craft was 
better able to handle loose powder snow than the 
Wildcat without nosing over, especially on the landing. 
The Wildcat had a tendency of digging in the float tips 
unless you kept a fair amount of power on and 
expertly greased in on the surface of  deeper snow.
 Throughout the long January to March snow cover, 
I was able to get nearly a dozen days of flying on the 
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lake. The only real enemy to this venue turned out to 
be the snowmobile traffic that would run down and 
rut up the snow on the lake. Fortunately, with the 
repeated snowfalls it seemed like the snowmobilers 
weren't able to ruin the lake surface for any long 
stretches. 
 I suspect many of you have been reluctant to 
commit any of your favorite planes to a float setup 
because it would limit the amount of use you could get 
from it. But consider that if you are willing to brave a 
little cold, you may have many more float flying 
opportunities than just a couple of summer weekends. 
And you don't need to have a boat for retrieval but 
you still don't want to go tramping through the snow 
to recover a botched takeoff or landing or you will 
soon spoil the smooth surface of the snow that makes 
the takeoff  and landing experience so much fun.

Test Flying a New RC Airplane
Bob Wilson (3dbob37n@frontier.com), Macon Aero Modelers, 
Franklin NC
 All too often pilots—knees rattling and fingers 
shaking—taxi a new model out to the runway and 
begin what turns out to be a disaster. Rather than 
calmly analyzing feedback from the model, there is a 
flurry of  stick yanking and jerking and a crash.
 Successfully testing a new model is more of an 
attitude than anything else. It requires calm analysis by 
reading what the airplane is trying to tell you and a 
good dose of  planning ahead.
 The planning ahead part involves being sure you 
have taken all the preliminary steps while building or 
assembling the model to make sure the engine is 
properly mounted, fuel lines are free of kinks, that the 
correct CG is there, the engine is tuned in, and myriad 
other small details that it takes for a model to fly well. 
A good carpenter will measure three times and it 
follows that the details of an airplane should be 
checked three times as well.
 How many times have I seen the fuel line to the 
engine connected to the vent line instead of the 
pickup line? How many times have I seen the lack of a 
screw to hold a servo arm in the servo, or gas engines/
mufflers bolted on without using thread lock? It’s a 
good idea, once the model is finished, to go back 
through the manual and read and check each step of 
the construction/assembly process. Check and check 
again. For added comfort, enlist the aid of another 
builder to critique your work.
 Then, when you taxi out for takeoff, you will know 

that everything is as it should be and that you haven’t 
forgotten some important detail. If you are a pro, you 
may be able to put the model together in short order 
to look for and take care of the details almost 
automatically. But, if you are a bit less than an expert, 
take your time and don’t worry about how long it 
takes. Be meticulous.
 If you’ve taken care of the details ahead of time, 
there really shouldn’t be any surprises to catch you off 
guard and most likely the model is going to fly just 
fine. The pros refers to the model’s first flight as a trim 
flight. They don’t consider it as a “test flight.” They 
know the model is going to fly and it only becomes a 
matter of  trimming it.
 If you are flying a model with a low power-to-
weight ratio, fly level for a few seconds immediately 
after takeoff to build up flying speed. If the model 
climbs, apply a little down elevator, if it turns one way 
or the other, make the necessary corrections, but by 
golly don’t start yanking sticks around. Chances are the 
model isn’t going to be very far out of trim anyway. 
When you get to altitude, then begin correcting with 
the trim buttons on your transmitter.
 The first flight is a culmination of your having taken 
care of all the little details and, if you are confident in 
your work, there is no need to panic. So taxi out, relax, 
take a deep breath and line up for takeoff, check your 
control movement one last time, and after that, “just 
fly the damned airplane.

Curing a Lean Engine Mystery
Bob Mandeville (n1edm@comcast.net), Wingbusters Model Airplane 
Club, Halifax MA
 This was an odd sort of problem. It began when I 
swapped out the Magnum .91 on my AeroWorks Edge 
540 to get some run time on a new engine that I 
wanted to use on a new project. The new engine 
started okay, but when it flew, everything seemed to be 
off. There wasn’t the power that I used to have; the 
high speed needle (HSN) and low speed needle were 
both way out of  adjustment.
 I reinstalled the original engine, and had the same 
problem. Then, just because I had it, I dropped in a 
third engine - to confirm that it wasn’t the engine itself 
- with the same result. That confirmed it was the fuel 
system.
 The key symptom was that I could not get a good 
pinch test from the engine. It had all the indications of 
a lean-running engine. Even with the HSN opened 4-5
turns, I was not getting a pinch check. During that first 
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engine swap, the fuel system had been checked out 
just to be safe. Obviously, that had to be the reason, 
but what did I do to create this problem? 
 The Edge’s tank 
was pulled again 
and the three-line 
fuel system was 
checked over very 
ca re fu l l y. Af t e r 
about two beers, 
my vision suddenly 
cleared and I had 
an aha! moment. 
Look at the picture 
on the right. What 
do you notice about 
the clunks?

 Like most three-line systems, this one has two 
clunks; one to the fill line and one to the carb line. 
The picture shows one clunk with a large feed hole to 
let lots of fuel through. The other clunk has just a slit 
and a small hole. Guess which one was connected to 
the carb inlet line? Here’s a hint: it wasn’t the one with 
the large feed hole. That clunk with the slit would be 
fine for feeding your .40 or .46, but there was 
absolutely no way that it was going to let enough fuel 
in to run a .91. That undersized clunk was the cause of 
the lean runs. The clunks were swapped and the 
problem vanished. The clunks had been inadvertently 
swapped during the rebuild.
 This is being written to give folks a heads-up if  they 
run into the same problem somewhere down the road. 
A clunk is a clunk is a clunk, right? No, they’re not. 

If you have news or ideas for articles you would like to 
see, you can email me at jedweb@charter.net or call me at 

763-263-3577. Jean Davids

Café Express 
Want club logo apparel & other items? Shop here: 

http://www.cafepress.com/wrightflyersrc. 
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